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› Admissions

› Registration

› Continuing Legal Education

› Attorney Regulation

› Magistrate/Municipal Judge/ALJ Regulation

› Attorneys’ Fund for Client Protection

› Inventory Counsel

› Unauthorized Practice of Law

› Special Counsel for Commission on Judicial Discipline

› Central intake phone system

› Intake division
– Dismiss, divert or process

– Many cases are dismissed at time of call—lawyer will not be 
contacted

– May need more information from lawyer
(in writing or verbally)

Trial division (“process the case”)

– Needs more investigation

– Serious allegations

– Possible resolutions: dismissal, diversion, discipline
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› Timely respond; if you cannot respond within the time 
frame, ask for an extension, but don’t wait until the 
last minute

› Be honest

› Provide relevant information and documents

› Don’t make assumptions

› Consider consulting/hiring a lawyer

• Are the Rules implicated?

• By clear and convincing evidence?

• What is the outcome?

• What is the lawyer’s mental state and process?

• Recognition of ethical issue?

• Did the lawyer review:

• Rules

• Case law

• Ethics Opinions

• Call Ethics Hotline (303.860.1115)

• Buy time with ethics lawyer

• In 2017, 3,477 requests for investigation were filed with 
the Office.

• Of those, 30 were against GALs (not limited to OCR).

• Of those 30, none were processed to the trial division 
for further investigation.

• OCR’s training, review and evaluation process 
addresses many ethical issues; CJ Directive 04-06 
envisions and supports this model.
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CJ Directive 04-06, Section V.B, provides, in part: 

› All attorneys appointed as GALs or Child’s Legal
Representatives shall be subject to all of the rules and
standards of the legal profession. The unique statutory
responsibilities of a GAL and a Child’s Legal
Representative do not set forth a traditional attorney-
client relationship between the appointed attorney and
the child; instead, the “client” of a GAL or a Child’s Legal
Representative is the best interests of the child. The ethical
obligations of the GAL or Child’s Legal Representative,
under the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct, flow
from this unique definition of “client.”

› Application of the Rules is modified, in some regards, because 
of the “best interests” representation.

› CJ Directive 04-06, Section V.B:

› Because of this unique relationship, an attorney’s obligation
not to reveal confidential information provided by the child
does not apply if the information must be revealed to ensure
the child’s best interests. A determination by the GAL or the
Child’s Legal Representative of a child’s best interests must
include consultation with the child in a developmentally
appropriate manner and consideration of the child’s position
regarding the disposition of the matter before the court. A GAL
or a Child’s Legal Representative must also explain to the child
the limitations on confidentiality.

› Colo. RPC 1.6 is limited; see also People v. Gabriesheski, 262 
P.3d 653 (Colo. 2011)

› Periodically review CJ Directive 04-06.

› Periodically review the OCR contract.

› This helps to ensure compliance with ethical 
obligations as well.
– Colo. RPC 1.1 Competence

– Colo. RPC 1.3 Diligence

– Colo. RPC 3.4(c)(lawyer shall not knowingly disobey an 
obligation under the rules of a tribunal except for an open 
refusal based on an assertion that no valid obligation exists)
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• Document, document, document
• Consistent with OCR’s contract, which requires, in part: 

“Accurately maintain all records of all work performed 
pursuant to this Agreement.”

• Keep current
• Consistent with OCR’s contract regarding participation in 

the listservs and continuing legal education.

› GAL is appointed to represent siblings. After 
representation begins, an allegation of abuse 
between the siblings is made. 

› What should GAL do?

› Does GAL have a conflict in representing the best 
interests of both children?

Lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation 
involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent 
conflict of interest exists if:

(1) the representation of one client will be directly 
adverse to another client; or

(2) there is a significant risk that the representation of 
one or more clients will be materially limited by the 
lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former client 
or a third person or by a personal interest of the lawyer.
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› For conflicts, start with identifying the client and your 
duty of loyalty.

› Consider:
– Is your duty of loyalty compromised?

– Does the client perceive your loyalty is compromised? Does 
the court perceive your loyalty is compromised?

› Analysis:
– Can you represent best interests of both siblings, or are they 

directly adverse?

– Do you have a personal interest conflict?

– Note: this analysis may differ from analysis of joint 
representation conflict 

GAL works closely with others, including the social 
worker. Ultimately, the social worker makes 
recommendations the GAL does not agree with, but 
the GAL feels uncomfortable creating strife by taking 
an opposing position, in light of GAL’s friendship with 
social worker.

› See Colo. RPC 1.7 (personal interest conflict)

› What if GAL doesn’t feel conflicted, but there is an 
appearance of bias towards the social worker based 
on the friendship?

› What can be done at the outset to prevent these 
types of conflicts from developing? 

› GAL and foster parent are also friends. Foster parent 
asks GAL for legal advice as to how to adopt GAL’s 
child-client. GAL believes foster parent’s interests and 
best interests of the child-client are aligned. May GAL 
advise foster parent? 
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– Understand how attorney-client relationships are created--
by giving legal advice to another regarding a specific set of 
circumstances.  Be cautious about inadvertently creating an 
attorney-client relationship.

– See also OCR contract, 3.,B.4: Contractor shall not engage 
in legal representation on behalf of a party or other 
individual in an ongoing case in which Contractor is 
appointed GAL or CLR for a child or youth in that case. 
Contractor agrees that the appearance of a conflict of 
interest may be confusing or harmful to the child/youth 
whose best interests the contractor is appointed to 
represent.

– See Colo. RPC 4.3 Dealing with Unrepresented Person

GAL’s client has been placed with aunt during D&N 
proceeding against parents. When GAL arrives to visit 
with child-client, aunt presents GAL with a gift, as a 
token of appreciation for GAL’s hard work. 

› Does it matter what the gift is (a gift card or a piece 
of jewelry)? Does it matter if there is little/no monetary 
value, such as a food gift (a pie, or cookies)?

› Colo. RPC 1.8(c): lawyer shall not solicit substantial gift 
from a client…unless the lawyer or other recipient of 
the gift is related to the client.

› What about Colo. RPC 1.7?

› GAL knows parent is represented by counsel. GAL is 
arranging home visit. At home visit, parent has 
questions about the next hearing. May GAL talk with 
parent about the subject matter of the representation 
without consent of parent’s lawyer? 

– Colo. RPC 4.2  Communication with Person 
Represented by Counsel
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GAL is appointed to represent child-client, whom GAL 
originally interacts with well. Client becomes angry 
when GAL discuss GAL’s recommendations, which are 
inconsistent with client’s wishes. In client’s angry state, 
client threatens to harm GAL if GAL proceeds with 
recommendations. GAL believes client’s statements 
are not idle threats and is fearful of client.

• May GAL move to withdraw? See Colo. RPC 1.16(d) 
and OCR contract, 3.C,1.

• May GAL file a police report?

• May GAL seek a protection order?

GAL is in a unique situation, in light of limitations around the 
application of attorney-client privilege and confidentiality.

However, even if Colo. RPC 1.6 applied, note the Rule 
provides a lawyer may reveal information relating to the 
representation of a client to the extent the lawyer 
reasonably believes is necessary: 1) to prevent reasonably 
certain death or bodily harm; 2) to reveal the client’s 
intention to commit a crime and the information necessary 
to prevent the crime.

GAL has investigated the matter in accordance with 
CJ Directive 04-06, and did not delegate any portion of 
the investigation. 

During the course of the D&N matter, GAL is called to 
testify regarding the investigation. See People v. J.E.B., 
854 P.2d 1372 (Colo. App. 1993).

In a separate criminal investigation, GAL is subpoenaed 
to testify. See People v. Gabriesheski, 262 P.3d 653 
(Colo. 2011).

See also Colo. RPC 3.7 Lawyer as a Witness
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New GAL is attempting to implement a file retention 
system to keep GAL organized. GAL wonders what 
Rules apply to files. 

› No specific Rule provides guidance on keeping files, 
although Colo. RPC 1.16A assumes the existence of a 
file. 

› As noted above, the OCR contract requires GALs to 
keep “records of all work performed,” which includes 
time records, correspondence, case logs and 
mileage logs, among other things. 

› Best practice is to utilize a reliable filing system that 
maintains client confidentiality and that lawyer will 
consistently use. 

GAL is preparing to retire and has boxes of files from 
GAL’s long history in the practice. None of the cases 
are active any longer, and approximately 75% of the 
files are 10 years or older. 

› Return the file—Colo. RPC 1.16(d)

› Retain and store the file—Colo. RPC 1.16A

› Destroy the file—Colo. RPC 1.16A

› Destruction ensures no confidential client information 
will be accessible.

› Merely “disposing of” the file may not result in 
destruction.

› Secure shredding is the best practice.
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› A document may be subject to more than one retention 
requirement, in which case the lawyer should retain the 
document for the longest applicable period. Colo. RPC 
1.16A, Cmt. 3.
– Requirement to retain financial records for 7 years. Colo. RPC 

1.15D(a).

› Lawyer may retain files longer than timeframes set forth 
in Colo. RPC 1.16A. Consider file storage in conjunction 
with succession planning.

➢For more information about attorney regulation: 
coloradosupremecourt.com  

➢Colorado Lawyer Assistance Program (COLAP): 
coloradolap.org

➢Colorado Attorney Mentoring Program (CAMP): 
coloradomentoring.org


